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Layer-thickness dependence of the conductive properties of Mo/Si multilayers

Greg S. Elliott, Adam D. Gromko, and Francis VandeVeegaete
Department of Physics, University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Washington 98416

Christopher D. Johnson and David C. Johnson
Department of Chemistry, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97403

~Received 19 March 1998!

We report new measurements of the conductance and superconducting transition temperature of a set of
Mo/Si multilayers, as a function of the metal layer thickness~from 7–85 Å! for a constant semiconductor layer
thickness of 22 Å. Unlike previously reported measurements, we do not observe oscillations in either the
resistivity, resistivity ratio, or the superconducting transition temperature with the metal layer thickness.
Rather, we observe monotonic variations in the transport properties as the metal layer thickness increases. The
sheet conductance and its change between 10 and 300 K both vary approximately linearly with the metal layer
thickness, above a threshold thickness. The conductance starts to grow with metal layer thickness at approxi-
mately 10 Å, whereas the temperature coefficient of resistance changes sign at approximately 25 Å, exhibiting
a Mooij correlation with a crossover resistivity of 125mV cm. The observed temperature dependence of the
conductance rules out localization as the origin of the negative temperature coefficient of resistance. The
conductance data are analyzed using a simple phenomenological model involving transport in interfacial and
metallic layers, whose relative contribution to the conductance depends on the metal layer thickness and the
temperature. The model is applied to separate two competing contributions that determine the overall tempera-
ture dependence of the conductance. We attribute the differences between our measurements and previous
measurements to differences in bulk metallic conductivities and interface morphologies, due to differences in
thermal evaporation versus sputtering fabrication processes. Our results show that the level and nature of
disorder is an important ingredient in any theory that explains the cause of the observed oscillations.
@S0163-1829~98!04337-9#

I. INTRODUCTION

A previous set of measurements of electrical conduction
in Mo/Si multilayers report oscillations in the metal layer
thickness dependence of the resistivity, the residual resis-
tance ratio, the superconducting critical temperature, and the
temperature derivative of the transverse critical field.1,2 Ini-
tially, this observation was associated with a quantum size
effect, although the normal conditions for such an effect are
not met in these films. Analysis of the temperature depen-
dence of the resistance and magnetoresistance of several of
these Mo/Si multilayers attributes an observed negative tem-
perature coefficient of resistance~TCR! and approach to the
superconducting state to quantum interference effects due to
weak localization, electron-electron interactions, and super-
conducting fluctuations.3 An examination of the supercon-
ducting transition temperatures for these same films showed
that an enhancement ofTc was caused by changes in the
electronic structure resulting from disorder, accompanied by
a competing effect to reduceTc that was caused by a rise in
sheet resistance for thinner Mo layers.4 Another experiment
observed no layer thickness oscillations in single layer Mo
films, ruling out space quantization as the reason for the size
oscillations.5 Most recently, oscillations in the anisotropy ra-
tio have been observed in this same set of Mo/Si films, cor-
relating with the other previously reported oscillations.6 This
experiment indicates that the interlayer coupling strength
varies with metal layer thickness, for constant silicon layer
thickness.

The intriguing observation of oscillatory transport behav-
ior with metal layer thickness led us to pursue our own in-
vestigation of the layer thickness dependence of the conduc-
tive properties in this system. We fabricated a set of Mo/Si
multilayers over a range of metal layer thicknesses from
7–85 Å, for a constant silicon layer thickness of 22 Å
~samples in the previous studies have a molybdenum thick-
ness range from 8–200 Å and a silicon thickness of 25 Å!.
For each sample, we measured the sheet conductance versus
temperature and determined the superconducting transition
temperature~if any!. We observe similar but distinctly dif-
ferent transport properties than observed in the other studies
of this system. We do not observe oscillations in either the
resistivity, resistivity ratio, or the superconducting transition
temperature with the metal layer thickness. The main differ-
ences between the two sample sets is in the magnitude of the
conductivity, and in the nature of the scattering processes
that determine the conductivity. Our results imply that the
level and nature of the disorder are important factors in the
cause of the observed oscillations. In what follows, we de-
scribe our sample preparation and experimental techniques,
present and discuss our results, make comparisons with re-
sults from the other studies of this system, and present a
simple conduction model that explains the observed layer
thickness and temperature dependences.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

The Mo/Si multilayers used in this study were made in an
ultrahigh vacuum deposition system which has been de-
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scribed in detail elsewhere.7 Briefly, both elements were de-
posited in succession on optical quality glass substrates at a
rate of 0.5 Å/s, using electron-beam heated sources con-
trolled by quartz crystal monitors. In the main set of samples
described in this paper, the intended silicon layer thickness
was held constant at approximately 20 Å, and the intended
molybdenum layer thickness was varied from about 7 Å up
to 85 Å, in steps of 3–4 Å. Four copies of each multilayer
were made simultaneously, and all multilayers in this study
consist of twenty molybdenum-silicon bilayers, with molyb-
denum deposited last. Low angle x-ray diffraction from the
multilayers was performed to determine the average bilayer
period; diffraction was typically observable out to 8°, or up
to sixth order for samples with thicker molybdenum layers.
High angle diffraction measurements indicate the presence of
crystalline molybdenum for films with metal layers thicker
than about 20 Å, with a crystallite size perpendicular to the
layers that scales with the layer thickness up to 100 Å~the
thickest layers investigated!. Further work on powdered
samples is needed to determine if the crystallite size is the
same in the plane of the layers. Figure 1 shows a graph of the
bilayer spacing, as measured by x-ray diffraction, plotted
versus the intended molybdenum layer thickness, as mea-
sured during deposition by the crystal thickness monitor, for
a set of 23 Mo/Si multilayers films. The bilayer spacing was
calculated as an average over the higher-order diffraction
peaks; peaks below 2.5° were not included to avoid making a
refractive correction. A linear best fit to this data yields an
intercept of 2261 Å, corresponding to an average silicon
layer thickness. A molybdenum layer thickness for each
sample is calculated as the difference of the actual bilayer
thickness and this average silicon layer thickness.

Electrical conductivity measurements were made on each
sample using the van der Pauw technique.8 The samples
were fabricated in the shape of a plus sign, or cross, with
rounded inside corners. The width of the arms of the cross is
0.75 mm, and the diameter of the cross is 1 cm. Four 0.1

mm-diam. copper electrical leads were attached to the four
ends of the cross using silver paint.I -V measurements were
made over a range of currents, typically from 0.1 to 1.0 mA,
in the eight van der Pauw resistivity configurations. The re-
dundancy of these measurements has several advantages:~1!
it permits a determination of the sheet resistance without
geometric scaling,~2! two values for the sheet resistance are
determined by the measurement, providing a reliability
check, and~3! changes in the distribution of current in the
sample can be monitored. A disadvantage is that the current
flow is two dimensional, which unlike one dimensional flow
in a long, narrow sample can be altered by changes in the
injection of current into the sample at the contacts. However,
advantage~3! does allow one to determine if this is occurring
during the measurement process. The cross shape minimizes
this problem because the current distribution in the center of
the cross, which determines the measured voltages, is rela-
tively insensitive to changes in the distribution of injected
current at the ends of the cross arms.9

Van der PauwI -V curves were measured for each sample
as a function of temperature, using two different cryostats. A
closed-cycle helium refrigerator was used in the temperature
range from 10 K up to room temperature, and a flow through
helium cryostat was used from 1.8 up to 15 K. In the lower
temperature range, the temperature was varied linearly in
time at 0.5 K/min, and the conductance data was taken con-
tinuously, with one conductance data point taking 5 s to ac-
quire. This rate was slow enough that no hysteresis was ob-
served in the superconducting transition measurement.
Except in a few samples, the transition region was wider than
the temperature resolution set by this finite rate. In the higher
temperature range, the sample temperature was varied at 1
K/min. Above the superconducting transition, all theI -V
curves showed ohmic behavior.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The room-temperature sheet conductances for the 23
Mo/Si multilayers are plotted versus molybdenum layer
thickness in Fig. 2. As one might expect, there is an increase
in the conductance with increasing metal layer thickness.
Also apparent is a fair amount of scatter in the data. The
uncertainty in the measured value of the conductance is typi-
cally less than 1%, and successive measurements yield the
same values over a period of months. The uncertainty in the
molybdenum layer thickness is on the order of a few ang-
stroms. Neither of these uncertainties can account for the
apparent scatter. In a series of ten ‘‘identical’’ samples, made
simultaneously in the same deposition sequence, the mea-
sured conductances varied over a 10% range. Thus the scat-
ter is not correlated to the molybdenum layer thickness~as
measured by x-ray diffraction!, and appears to be intrinsic to
the fabrication process. This variation must be associated
with differences in other contributions to the resistivity, most
likely in the nature of the interfaces or in other forms of
disorder.

The general linear trend of the room-temperature data in
Fig. 2 does not appear to cross the origin, implying that a
minimum amount of metal is needed before appreciable con-
duction can occur. Beyond this minimum amount, the in-
crease of the sheet conductance with the additional metal

FIG. 1. Bilayer thickness, as measured by x-ray diffraction, is
plotted versus the intended molybdenum layer thickness, as mea-
sured by the crystal thickness monitor during deposition. The bi-
layer thickness was calculated as an average over the higher order
diffraction peaks, only using peaks above 2.5° to avoid refractive
corrections. A linear best fit to the data yields an intercept of 22
61 Å. This value for the average silicon layer thickness was used
to calculate a molybdenum layer thickness for each sample.
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layer thickness also suggests that the conduction is primarily
occurring in the metal layers. Calculating the resistivity as
the inverse of the slope of the line joining the origin and the
data points in Fig. 2, we find that the resistivity decreases
from about 400mV cm to 100mV cm as the metal layer
thickness increases from 7 Å to above 40 Å. Alternatively, a
linear model allowing for a nonzero intercept yields a best-fit
slope corresponding to a resistivity of 7564 mV cm, and a
best fit for the horizontal intercept of 1064 Å. Also shown
in Fig. 2 is an approximation to the data of Fogelet al., for
Mo/Si multilayers as well as for single Mo films sandwiched
between Si layers. This data was digitized from Fig. 1 of
Ref. 4, and inverted to plot conductance versus molybdenum
layer thickness~rather than resistance versus inverse layer
thickness!. Plotting the data in this manner allows one to
visually inspect the behavior of the conductivity at small
metal thickness as an approach to the origin, rather than a
divergence ofR at large values of inverse metal thickness.
Clearly, the two multilayer samples sets have different me-
tallic conductivities, and hence different levels of disorder in
the metallic component. A fit to the data of Fogelet al. in
this form yields a resistivity of 185610mV cm, and a hori-
zontal intercept of 566 Å.10 An offset in the horizontal in-
tercept is not as apparent in their data set; this may be due to
a more graded compositional profile for sputtered samples,
as we discuss below.

The temperature dependence of the sheet conductance of
several multilayers spanning a range of molybdenum layer
thickness are plotted in Fig. 3, normalized to their value at
290 K. The temperature dependence for all multilayers with
molybdenum layers thicker than about 25 Å are qualitatively
similar; for clarity, only one of these curves is shown, for
dMo530 Å. The films with molybdenum layers thicker than
25 Å all exhibit a small percentage drop in conductance from
10 to 290 K, with a superconducting transition observed at
low temperatures~2–6 K!. These conductance versus tem-
perature curves are all practically linear, with a negative

slope ~corresponding to a positive TCR!. For multilayers
with molybdenum layer thicknesses less than about 25 Å, the
sheet conductance increases with increasing temperature, and
the conductance versus temperature curves have a positive
slope ~a negative TCR!, and show a slight negative curva-
ture. The slope and curvature both increase with decreasing
metal layer thickness. This effect grows to be very large; for
the film with the thinnest metal layers~7 Å!, the conductance
changes over 200% from 10 to 290 K. Also, the supercon-
ducting transition drops below 1.8 K~our lower temperature
limit ! as the layer spacing decreases, and perhaps is sup-
pressed altogether.

There appears to be two competing effects that determine
the temperature dependence of the conductance. Both effects
are monotonic in temperature, one having a positive, con-
stant temperature derivative and the other a negative, varying
one. The contribution of each effect to the overall tempera-
ture dependence depends on the metal layer thickness, and
the two effects balance each other at a layer thickness of 25
Å. The small but positive TCR is characteristic of conduc-
tion in a disordered metal, with defect scattering dominating
inelastic scattering. A negative TCR can result from a variety
of different processes in disordered metals, for example,
weak localization or a temperature dependent elastic scatter-
ing process. This interplay between two competing contribu-
tions to the TCR was first observed by Mooij,11 who found a
correlation between the sign and magnitude of the TCR with
the resistivity, with a zero TCR occurring at a crossover
resistivity of about 100–150mV cm. Many systems show a
similar correlation, but over a wider range of crossover
resistivities.12 A Mooij correlation graph for our sample set
is shown in Fig. 4. The TCR for each sample was calculated
at room temperature, and the resistivity was calculated using
the metal layer thickness determined by x-ray diffraction.
Our samples have a crossover resistivity in the neighborhood
of 125 mV cm. This low value of the crossover resistivity
rules out weak localization as the origin of the negative TCR
effect.12,13 At low resistivities, weak localization predicts a
negative TCR only at low temperatures. Except in the region

FIG. 2. Room-temperature sheet conductance is plotted versus
molybdenum layer thickness. Circles~s! are for Mo/Si multilayers
from this work. Triangles~n! and squares~h! are a close approxi-
mation to the data of Fogelet al. for Mo/Si multilayers and for
single Mo films, digitized from Fig. 1 of Ref. 4, and inverted to plot
conductance vs layer thickness. The best linear fit to the two Mo/Si
data sets are shown, with the slopes yielding resistivities of 75
mV cm and 185mV cm.

FIG. 3. Normalized sheet conductanceG(T)/G(290) is plotted
vs temperature for five samples over a range of molybdenum layer
thickness from 7 to 30 Å. All samples with a molybdenum layer
thicknessdMo less than about 25 Å exhibit a negative temperature
coefficient; all samples withdMo above 25 Å exhibit a positive
temperature coefficient.
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of the superconducting transition~all below 10 K!, we do not
observe a change in the sign of the TCR forany sample.
Also, the form of the data does not show a ln(T) or T1/2

dependence as predicted for weak localization in two and
three dimensions.14 Another plausible origin of the negative
TCR might be a hopping mechanism for a thin, discontinu-
ous layer, however, at a thickness of 25 Å we would expect
the metal layers to be continuous. A log-log plot of the
change in conductance from its extrapolated zero-
temperature value does not show any single power-law de-
pendence, providing no further evidence for any single
mechanism. Other possible mechanisms that could cause a
negative TCR could be a semiconducting interfacial layer,
charge trapping at the interfaces, or temperature-dependent
elastic scattering process, in which the mean-free path in-
creases with increasing temperature. In the absence of ex-
perimental evidence differentiating between these possible
mechanisms, we simply assume some mechanism is respon-
sible, and in the following section we analyze theG(d,T)
conductance data set to deduce parameters describing the
temperature dependence of the conductivity of this compo-
nent.

A condensed version of the temperature dependence of
the conductance can be represented for the whole set of mul-
tilayers in a plot of the resistance ratio versus layer thickness,
shown in Fig. 5. The resistance ratio for our samples was
calculated between 290 and 10 K. In the normalized plots of
G(d,T)/G(d,290) versusT in Fig. 3, the resistance ratio can
be seen as the values on the curves at the lowest temperature.
A negative TCR corresponds to a resistance ratio value be-
tween zero and one; a positive TCR corresponds to a resis-
tance ratio value greater than one. Our data clearly shows a
single change in the TCR from negative to positive at a layer
thickness of about 25 Å. In the range from 7 to 25 Å, the
resistance ratio increases from about one half up to one. For
thicker metal layers, the resistance ratio stays above one and
shows a slight increase with layer spacing. The solid line
corresponds to a fit to the entire data set, based on a simple,
two layer conduction model discussed in the following sec-

tion. Also shown for comparison in Fig. 2 is an approxima-
tion to the resistance ratio data of Fogelet al., for both Mo/Si
multilayers and for single Mo films sandwiched between Si
layers. This data was digitized from Fig. 2 in Ref. 5. Their
resistance ratio is calculated between room temperature and
the temperature corresponding to the maximum resistance
before the superconducting transition. For this set of multi-
layers, negative TCR’s are observed all the way out to a
layer thickness of 200 Å, and for the single Mo films, the
prominent feature observed near 70 Å in the multilayers is
absent.

We also measured the superconducting transition tem-
perature of our films, using the lower temperature cryostat.
All samples which superconducted exhibited a sharp transi-
tion, but for some of the samples, the sharp transition oc-
curred with a shoulder on either the top, bottom, or both ends
of the transition. Perhaps this results from a distribution of
layer thickness, or varying levels of disorder. The 10% to
90% width to the transition ranged between 0.1 K up to 3 K
due to the shoulders on the transitions. The temperatures at
which the sharp transition occurred in the set of 23 multilay-
ers are shown plotted versus molybdenum layer thickness in
Fig. 6. A general increasing trend of this transition tempera-
ture with layer spacing is apparent, however, there are a few
degrees K of scatter to the data. Even with this level of
scatter, it does not appear that our samples show an oscilla-
tory dependence ofTc on the metal layer thickness. For films
with thinner metal layers, the transition temperature rises
from around 2 K up 4–5 K;films with thicker metal layers
have transition temperatures in the range from 4 to 5.5 K.
For comparison, an approximation to the transition tempera-
ture data of Fogelet al. is also presented, digitized from Fig.
1 in Ref. 5. The lowerTc range for our data is also consistent
with the greater sheet conductivity of our samples.4

While we observe the same general trends, there are
prominent differences between our data set and that of the
other studies. We do not observe oscillations in the resistiv-

FIG. 4. A Mooij correlation plot showing the temperature coef-
ficient of resistance~TCR! versus the resistivity for all the samples
in this study. The TCR was calculated at room temperature, and the
resistivities were calculated using the molybdenum layer thickness
determined by x-ray diffraction. A zero TCR occurs at a crossover
resistivity of approximately 125mV cm.

FIG. 5. Resistance ratio is plotted vs molybdenum layer thick-
ness. Circles~s! are for Mo/Si multilayers from this study, and are
calculated as the ratio of the resistances at 290 K and 10 K. Tri-
angles~n! and squares~h! are a close approximation to the data of
Fogelet al. for Mo/Si multilayers and for single Mo films, digitized
from Fig. 2 of Ref. 5, and are the ratio of the resistances at 290 K
and the peak of theR(T) curve. The solid curve is a fit to our data
based on the two layer model discussed in the text.
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ity, the residual resistance ratio, or the superconducting tran-
sition temperature with layer thickness. Any oscillatory size
effect must therefore depend on some other fundamental dif-
ference between the two sets of samples. One obvious dif-
ference is in the magnitude of the conductivity, which is
different by about a factor of 2 to 3. These different conduc-
tivities most likely are a result of the two types of fabrication
processes. Studies of the compositional depth profile of ther-
mally evaporated and sputtered samples have been done for
the Mo/Si system.15,16 For sputtered samples, the interfacial
width depends on the order of deposition, with Si on Mo
yielding an abrupt interface, but with Mo on Si yielding a
broad interface, approximately 25 Å thick. Thermal evapo-
ration sources yielded abrupt interfaces, independent of the
order of deposition. Two TEM studies17,18 of Mo-Si inter-
faces on sputtered samples both conclude that the interfaces
are 17 Å thick when Mo is deposited on Si, and 10 Å thick
when Si is deposited on Mo. The lower conductivity in the
sputtered samples may therefore result from scattering from
substitutional impurities~silicon in molybdenum! as well as
perhaps a greater degree of configurational disorder. The
conductivity of sputtered multilayered samples and single
layer ‘‘sandwiches’’~molybdenum between silicon layers! is
similar.5 This is consistent, since these samples should have
similar interfacial and bulk compositional profiles.

Not only is the magnitude of the conductivity different
between the two data sets, the nature of the scattering pro-
cesses responsible for the conductivity are different. For our
samples, negative TCR’s are observed only for metal layers
thinner than 25 Å, and for these samples weak localization
can be ruled out as the dominant scattering mechanism. For
samples with metal layers thicker than 25 Å, the observed
positive TCR can be explained with ordinary Boltzmann
transport processes. For the sample set of Fogelet al., quan-
tum interference effects play an important part in determin-
ing the conductivity.3 So while our data does not confirm the
presence of the size oscillations, it does imply that the phys-
ics underlying the oscillations depends on the presence of
strong disorder. Any theory that satisfactorily explains the
size oscillations should include disorder, and perhaps weak

localization, as a necessary ingredient. This is the main con-
clusion of our experiment.

IV. MODEL RESULTS

Independent of the question of size oscillations, our data
set can be analyzed to explain the overall trends in the layer
thickness dependence of the conductance. The conductivity
of the films initially increases with increasing layer thick-
ness, and then levels off. This suggests that the first several
angstroms of deposited metal have different conduction
properties than the metal deposited subsequently. The data
also suggests that the sheet conductanceG(d,T) is deter-
mined mainly by two effects, which depend on temperature
in opposite ways. It is natural to associate these two effects
with two regions in the metal layer, an interfacial region and
a bulk metal region. The contribution of each effect depends
on the overall metal layer thicknessd ~determined by x-ray
diffraction!, so to separate them we must first write the ex-
trinsic quantityG(d,T) in terms of intrinsic quantities, and
scale out the thickness dependence. For films with metal lay-
ers greater than some minimum thicknessdmin , we assume
that the interfacial regions are fully formed and have the
same thickness. For these films, we assume that the sheet
conductance increases linearly with molybdenum layer
thickness, and write

G~d,T!5a~T!d1b~T!, d.dmin , ~1!

where a(T) and b(T) are intrinsic functions to be deter-
mined from the data set. In the neighborhood ofdmin ,
G(d,T) must have some different functional form to de-
scribe a partially formed interface. Our data set does not
warrant an attempt to describe the physics in this region, so
we attempt only to model the conductance in films where the
above model is plausible. Although there is scatter in the
absolute conductance versus molybdenum layer thickness at
constant temperature~Fig. 2!, relative changes in the conduc-
tance with temperature are much more consistent, as evi-
denced in Fig. 5. Thus we have reason to believe that the
functionsa(T) andb(T) will describe the appropriate trends
with temperature in the data set. Examining Fig. 3, since the
conductanceG is nearly linear inT for films with a positive
TCR, and only slightly curved for films with a negative
TCR, we expect the functionsa(T) and b(T) to also be
approximately linear inT. Applying a linear least squares fit
of the above model to the data set at a sequence of tempera-
tures, we have extracted the functionsa(T) andb(T). Table
I shows the values of these functions and their derivatives
extrapolated toT50 K. The functiona has a positive slope,
whereasb has a negative slope. Graphs of the model fit
using Eq.~1! are shown with the experimental data in Figs. 2
and 5. The agreement is adequate in Fig. 2, and good in Fig.
5, indicating that the separable form in Eq.~1! is reasonable.

With further assumptions the functionsa(T) and b(T)
can be expressed in terms of physical quantities. We write
the total sheet conductance as the sum of the conductances
Gi andGm of distinct interfacial and metallic layers,

G~d,T!5Gi~d,T!1Gm~d,T!. ~2!

FIG. 6. Superconducting transition temperature is plotted vs mo-
lybdenum layer thickness. Circles~s! are for Mo/Si multilayers
from this study, triangles~n! and squares~h! are a close approxi-
mation to the data of Fogelet al. for Mo/Si multilayers and single
Mo films, digitized from Fig. 1 of Ref. 5.
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This model replaces a graded conductivity profile with two
adjacent homogeneous layers; we assume that the deduced
conductivity of these artificial layers will represent some ap-
propriate average of the true physical situation. The metal
layer contribution to the conductance can be written in terms
of the number of layersN, the average conductivity per layer
sm , and the thickness of the layersd2di ,

Gm~d,T!5Nsm~T!~d2di !, ~3!

where d is the thickness of the molybdenum layer deter-
mined by x-ray diffraction, anddi is the thickness of the
interfacial layer. Similarly, the contribution of the interfacial
layers to the conductance can be written in terms of an in-
terfacial conductivitys i ,

Gi~d,T!5Ns i~T!di . ~4!

This physical model is also linear, and the quantitiesdi ,
s i(T), and sm(T) can be written in terms ofa(T) and
b(T). We determine the interfacial thicknessdi by the addi-
tional condition thats i(0)50, and find that

di52b~0!/a~0!, ~5!

sm~T!5a~T!/N, ~6!

s i~T!5@b~0!a~T!2a~0!b~T!#/@Nb~0!#. ~7!

Determined in this way,di is an effective interfacial width
that separates the total molybdenum layer thicknessd in a
particular fashion. The interfacial part of widthdi has a
negative TCR, with a conductance that vanishes at 0 K,
much like a semiconductor. The remaining part has a width
(d2di), and a positive TCR, like a metal. The interfacial
thickness parameterdi is calculated to be 11 Å; essentially
this is the horizontal intercept of a plot like Fig. 2 extrapo-
lated to zero temperature. This narrow width is consistent
with the abrupt interfaces observed in the compositional
depth profile study.16 Table I also lists some values of the
functionss i(T) andsm(T) and their derivatives. The room-
temperature conductivities of the interfacial and metallic re-
gions differ by almost an order of magnitude, whereas their
temperature derivatives are nearly the same, but of opposite
sign. The corresponding room temperature resistivities of the
two regions arer i5480mV cm and rm577mV cm, in
agreement with the observation that the overall resistivity
varies from about 400 to 100mV cm as the metal layer
thickness varies from 7 Å to above 40 Å. The model also
predicts a metal layer thicknessdc at the crossover resistiv-
ity, where the sheet conductance is independent of tempera-
ture,

dc52b8~T!/a8~T!5~12s i8/sm8 !di>2di , ~8!

which is in good agreement with the observed thickness at
the crossover resistivity of 25 Å.
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